ADJUSTER DESIGNATED HOME STATE Update

Effective 5/5/2015

Any non-resident adjuster living in a state that does not license adjusters and is requesting NH as their DESIGNATED HOME STATE MUST pass the appropriate NH Adjuster exam.

CE remains a requirement in order to maintain the license.

Based on NAIC Adjuster Reciprocity Guidelines

A. Designation of Home State - A state whose laws permit a nonresident adjuster to designate that state as its home state, the home state will require the nonresident to qualify as if the person was a resident (exam requirements and CE).
   The PDB and designated home state will list the record as nonresident, designated home state.

B. Designation of Home State; CE Requirements - A state that permits a nonresident adjuster to designate that state as its home state, the home state will require and track continuing education compliance for that adjuster.

See revised INS 1300 and RSA 402-B5